conferences were held in Thailand, Pakistan, the Republic of Korea, Bahrain, Iran, and China. In 2008,
APSCO held its inaugural ceremony, with the signatory
countries of China, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Iran, Mongolia, Pakistan, Peru, and Thailand. Representatives
from Argentina, Malaysia, the Philippines, Russia, and
Sri Lanka also attended. Discussions have taken place
with Chile and Brazil. In 2011, Turkey became the
ninth member-state.
APSCO has so far concentrated its efforts on
making available to member-states technology and
data sharing in remote sensing, navigation, and communications. Dr. Maqbool Chaudry, Director General of Strategic Planning and Program Management,
said at the Congress in Beijing that the organization is
now moving into additional fields of cooperation,
based on the needs of the members. In this earthquakeprone region, Dr. Chaudry reports, there is great interest in determining earthquake precursors. Groundbased ionospheric sounding sensors developed by
China are being made available to other nations. In

addition, APSCO is studying the possibility of developing a satellite payload for a space-based study of
pre-earthquake changes in the magnetosphere and
ionosphere.
Dr. Chaudry explained that in much of this region,
which suffers extreme rainfall, the resulting attenuation
of signals from satellites leads to interruption and unreliability of communications. APSCO has a study underway, led by Thailand, to improve the modeling of the
atmospheric effects of weather.
APSCO has a growing training and education program, offering short training courses, as well as a
Master’s program on space technology application.
As important as these space applications are for economic infrastructure, Dr. Chaudry reported that every
one of APSCO’s member-states has also expressed a
desire to have its astronauts fly on China’s manned
spacecraft.
During the Congress, the head of China’s space
agency, Ma Xingrui, met with Kazakstan National
Space Agency head and former Soviet cosmonaut
Talgat Musabaev. During Chinese President Xi Jingping’s last official visit to Kazakstan earlier in September, Musabaev
said, the two nations signed an intergovernmental agreement creating a legal and practical framework for space cooperation.
“China is developing space activity by
A panel discussion at the Congress, titled “NEOs and Planleaps and bounds and becoming one of the
etary Defense—Where Do We Stand?”, considered various
leading space powers,” Musabaev said. The
approaches to protecting the Earth from Near-Earth Obtwo space agencies reportedly discussed cojects such as asteroids and comets. Proposals for a variety
operation in manned space flight, and the
of mitigation techniques were put forward by Romanian
possibility of a cosmonaut from Kazakstan
cosmonaut Dorin Prunariu, on behalf of the world’s organijoining a Chinese Shenzhou crew.
zation of astronauts and cosmonauts, the Assocation of
A little further from home, China has soSpace Explorers.
lidified and extended its cooperation with
In response to the report that Russia and the U.S. recently
the National Space Agency of Ukraine.
signed an agreement that includes the potential use of nuDuring the Beijing Congress, Director Genclear explosions to avoid impacts with Earth, panel member
eral Yuriy Alexseyev participated in the
Dr. Sergio Camacho, head of the Action Team on Near Earth
second meeting of the Ukraine-China ComObjects for the United Nations, responded that if we have
mission on cooperation. According to a
only a brief warning of danger, nuclear explosions could be
report in nrcu.gov, Alexaseyev explained
the best option.
that Ukraine (which was an integral part of
Unfortunately, no Russian government representative or
the Soviet space program), has more than a
scientist spoke during the panel discussion. Russian Deputy
dozen contracts with China, mainly to supply
Prime Minister Dmitri Rogozin has repeatedly called for a
space equipment. There is also the possibilglobal Strategic Defense of Earth, which he reitered as reity of using Ukrainian deep-space communicently as Oct. 16.
cations capabilities at the National Space Facilities Control and Test Center in
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